Numerical Study on Shell-and-Tube Moving Packed Bed Heat Exchanger: Effect of Tube Arrangement on the Particle Side
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Moving packed bed heat exchanger has been key equipment in the waste energy recovery and concentrated solar power. However, the effect of tube arrangement still deserve investigation to optimize heat transfer. In the present paper, the flow and heat transfer of gravity-driven particles flowing around the tube bank are numerically studied by the discrete element method. It was found that the stagnation zone of the staggered tubes is less than 45° and the cavity zone is in the range of 160° - 180°. The stagnation zone of the aligned tubes is in the range of 0° - 65° and 125° - 180°, and there is no cavity zone below the aligned tubes. The heat transfer performance of the staggered tubes is better than that of the aligned tubes. The best heat transfer region of the staggered tubes is at the top of the tube, and that of the aligned tubes is at the side of the tube. The bottom of the tube has the worst heat transfer in both the staggered and aligned tubes. It is necessary to improve the performance of the staggered tubes by optimizing the particle flow in the range 0° - 45° and 160° - 180°. Reducing the vertical tube spacing may be an effective option for the aligned tubes.

1. Introduction

With the increasing trend of global warming, energy transformation and the development of clean and energy-saving technologies have attracted much attention. The development of waste energy recovery and concentrated solar power (CSP) technology is an important way to achieve sustainable development. Moving Packed Bed Heat Exchanger (MPBHE) has been key equipment in the waste energy recovery and CSP. Cheng et al. (2019) indicated that MPBHE is one of the promising candidates for recovering a large amount of waste heat from industrial solid bulk materials. In CSP, particles coupled with the supercritical CO₂ Brayton cycle is a potential way to improve the power generation efficiency compared with the molten salt (Ehsan et al., 2020). MPBHE becomes a cost-competitive alternative with less heat loss in CSP, compared with the fluidized bed. The form of MPBHE includes the shell-and-tube (Baumann and Zunft, 2015) and the shell-and-plate (Albrecht and Ho, 2019). Particle flow is a gravity-driven flow in MPBHE. Compared with the shell-and-plate, the shell-and-tube has advantages in higher pressure bearing capacity and lower pressure drop of fluid. Improving particle/tube heat transfer is the key issue for the shell-and-tube moving packed bed heat exchanger. When particles flow around the tubes, the stagnation zone and the cavity zone form at the upstream and downstream regions of the tube. Takeuchi (1996) found that the stagnation zone of the tube was affected by the pitch of tubes rather than particles velocity. Al-Ansary et al. (2012) found that increasing the sand flow rate can significantly increase the heat transfer coefficient, and the vibration has a negative effect on the heat transfer. Guo et al. (2020) explored the influence of tube vibration by numerical simulation. The vibration of the tube can reduce the stagnation zone and the cavity zone at the bottom of the tube and the separation of particles from the tube side. Jiang et al. (2020) added the stirrer between aligned tubes, the stirrer promotes the particle migration and strengthens the heat transfer. Tian et al. (2021) proposed a new type of tube for the shell-and-tube moving packed bed heat exchanger. This new type of tube significantly improves heat transfer at the top and bottom of the tube. Guo et al. (2022) experimentally investigated the heat transfer of granular flow around the aligned tubes. The result shows that the flow rate has a significant effect on the mean heat transfer coefficients, and the flow structures are not strictly periodic. Herein, the effect of tube arrangement on the particle side is numerically studied by the discrete element method. The flow and heat transfer characteristics of particles...
flowing around the staggered and aligned tubes are analysed.

2. Method and simulation

In this paper, the discrete element method (DEM) coupled with the heat transfer model is used to simulate the flow and heat transfer of particles flowing in a tube bank. DEM shows more beneficial to study the behavior of particles in the moving packed bed (Bartsch and Zunft, 2019), which detects the movement and interaction of all particles at each time step. The Hertz-Mindlin soft sphere model (Deng et al., 2020) was used to calculate the flow of particles by EDEM 2.6. For the heat transfer, heat conduction and heat radiation are considered. Heat convection is ignored due to the densely packed with low flow velocity in MPBHE. The conduction includes conduction inside particle, particle contact conduction and conduction through gas. The thermal resistance model is adopted to calculate the heat transfer. More detailed descriptions of the heat transfer model and validation can be found in previous work by Tian et al. (2021).
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*Figure 1: (a) Geometry model and (b) Schematic diagram of line 1, line 2 and line 3*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>name</th>
<th>parameter</th>
<th>value</th>
<th>parameter</th>
<th>value</th>
<th>name</th>
<th>parameter</th>
<th>value</th>
<th>particle</th>
<th>parameter</th>
<th>value</th>
<th>geometry</th>
<th>parameter</th>
<th>value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L (m)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>H₁ (m)</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>ρ (kg/m³)</td>
<td></td>
<td>2,848</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W (m)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>H₂ (m)</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>Cₚ (J/kg/K)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,210</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H (m)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>H₃ (m)</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>kₚ (W/m/K)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D (m)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>L₁ (m)</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>E (Pa)</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.5×10⁸</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R (m)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>L₂ (m)</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>Tₚ (K)</td>
<td></td>
<td>700</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L₄ (m)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>L₃ (m)</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>rₚ (mm)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(L, W and H is the particle flow channel length, width and height; R is the tube radius; ρ is particle density; Cₚ is particle specific heat; kₚ is particle thermal conductivity; E is Young’s modulus; rₚ is the particle radius.)

The geometry model used in the simulation is shown in Figure 1(a). The geometric model is mainly composed of tubes and channel walls. The size of the particle flow channel is L (length) × W (width) × H (height). For the tube arrangement, the staggered tubes and aligned tubes are arranged in the channel respectively. The tube center distance of the staggered tubes is equal to D. For aligned tubes, the horizontal distance of the tube center is equal to D and the vertical distance of the tube center is equal to H₂. The distance between the channel inlet/outlet and the top/bottom tubes is H₁. The outer radius of the tube is R. The geometric and physical parameters are shown in Table 1. Before the simulation, the randomly packed and high-temperature particles (Tₚ =800 K) are generated in the channel. The particle radius (rₚ) is 0.75 mm. The initial velocity of the particles is equal to zero, and the particles fill the whole particle flow space of the tubes bank. During the simulation process, the tubes are kept at a constant temperature of 300 K and particles are constantly generated at the channel inlet to ensure that the packing height of particles in the channel is constant. The channel wall is adiabatic, and periodic boundary conditions are applied in the y direction. Particle velocity at the channel outlet, where the flow is controlled, remains constant in the vertical direction. Particle outlet velocity (v_outlet) is 5 mm/s. The simulated time step is equal to 2.3×10⁻⁶ s. The flow and heat transfer of particles are counted at each time.
3. Results and discussion

In this section, the flow and heat transfer characteristics of particles flowing around the staggered and aligned tubes are analysed. The velocity distribution of particles flowing around the staggered tubes and aligned tubes at $t=60$ s is shown in Figure 2 (a). When particles flow around the staggered tubes, the stagnation zone and the cavity zone form at the upstream and downstream regions of the tube. The size and shape of the stagnation and cavity zones are different in different tube banks. There is no cavity zone at the downstream regions of the tube, when particles flow around the aligned tubes (except for the last row of tubes). The area between adjacent tubes in the vertical direction of the aligned tubes has the significant stagnation zone, and particles are locked in this zone by particles flowing in vertical channels between tubes. The stagnation zone above the aligned tubes is obviously larger than that of the staggered tubes.

![Velocity and temperature distributions](image)

*Figure 2: Velocity and temperature distributions of particles flowing around the staggered tubes and aligned tubes at $t=60$ s*

![Velocity distributions](image)

*Figure 3: Velocity distributions of different lines at $t=60$ s: (a)Line 1, (b) Line 2 and (c) Line 3*

The velocity distributions of line 1, line 2 and line 3 obtained from Figure 2 (a) are shown in Figure 3. The information of these three lines can be found in Figure 1(b) and Table 1. In line 1, the velocity of particles flowing around the aligned tubes is significantly higher than the outlet velocity. While the velocity of particles flowing around the aligned tubes is almost equal to zero in line 2 of the stagnation zone, as shown in Figure 3(b). There is significant velocity gradient between particles in vertical channels and the stagnation zone, as shown in Figure 3(c). The particle velocity is the largest at the center of the adjacent tube in the horizontal direction, as shown in Figure 3. The temperature distribution of particles flowing around the staggered tubes and aligned tubes at
\( t = 60 \) s is shown in Figure 2 (b). The temperature distributions of line 1, line 2 and line 3 obtained from Figure 2 (b) are shown in Figure 4. When particles flow around the aligned tubes, the particle temperature in the center of the vertical channels between tubes remains constant along the flow direction, as shown in Figure 2(b), Figure 4(a) and Figure 4(c). For the staggered tubes, the non-uniformity of velocity distribution leads to the non-uniformity of temperature distribution, especially in the top region of the tube. The particles temperature at the top and bottom of the tube in the staggered tubes is significantly higher than that in the aligned tubes, as shown in Figure 4(b). The temperature distribution of particles in different stagnation zone of the aligned tubes is almost the same, as shown in Figure 4(b) and Figure 4(c). The heat transfer rate \( \Phi \) of the staggered tubes and aligned tubes with time is calculated as shown in Figure 5(a). At the beginning \( (t < 15 \text{ s}) \), the heat transfer rate \( \Phi \) of the staggered tubes is lower than that of the aligned tubes, because the top and bottom of the tube can contact with high-temperature particles in the aligned tubes. With the increase of time, the heat transfer rate \( \Phi \) of the staggered tubes is higher than that of the aligned tubes. The heat transfer rate \( \Phi \) of the staggered tubes increases by 21% compared with that of the aligned tubes at \( t = 60 \text{ s} \).

![Figure 4: Temperature distributions of different lines at \( t = 60 \) s: (a) Line 1, (b) Line 2 and (c) Line 3](image_url)

![Figure 5: (a) Variations of the heat transfer rate \( \Phi \) of the staggered tubes and aligned tubes with time and (b) Variations of the heat transfer rate \( \Phi \) of SMT and AMT with the angle at \( t = 60 \) s](image_url)

The flow and heat transfer characteristics of the middle tube of the tube bank will be analyzed in the following part. The middle tube of the staggered tubes (SMT) and the middle tube of the aligned tubes (AMT) are shown in Figure 1. The variations of the heat transfer rate \( \Phi \) of SMT and AMT with the angle at \( t = 60 \text{ s} \) are shown in Figure 5(b). The velocity vector distributions of particles flowing around the SMT and the AMT at \( t = 60 \text{ s} \) are shown in Figure 6. The flow direction of particles varies with the surface of the SMT. A triangular stagnation zone is formed at the top of the SMT, and the cavity zone can be found at the bottom of the SMT, as shown in Figure 6(a). The flow direction of particles is almost along the direction of gravity on the tube side of the AMT. The obviously rectangular stagnation zones are formed at the top and bottom of the AMT, and the flow direction of particles is disordered, as shown in Figure 6(b). The heat transfer rate \( \Phi \) at the side of the AMT (approximately between 60°-100° on both sides of the tube) is the highest as shown in Figure 5(b). The lowest
heat transfer rate ($\Phi$) of the AMT is at the bottom of the tube, which is caused by the stagnation zone and bad contact. The heat transfer rate ($\Phi$) of the SMT decreases gradually along the tube wall. The heat transfer rate ($\Phi$) of the SMT decreased significantly in the range of 120°-160°, as shown in Figure 5(b). The lowest heat transfer rate ($\Phi$) of the SMT is also at the bottom of the tube (approximately between 160°-200°), which is caused by the cavity zone.

![Velocity vector distributions of particles flowing around the SMT and the AMT at t=60 s](image)

**Figure 6:** Velocity vector distributions of particles flowing around the SMT and the AMT at t=60 s

![Particle contact number distribution and dimensionless velocity distribution](image)

**Figure 7:** Particle contact number and dimensionless velocity distributions of particles flowing around the SMT and the AMT

The particle contact number and the time-averaged velocity are calculated along the angle of the tube. The velocity of particles in contact with the tube wall is used to calculate the time-averaged velocity. The particle contact number along the angle of the tube is shown in Figure 7(a). The particle contact number in Figure 7(a) is mostly symmetrical in the line chart. Variation within the half range of $0^\circ < \omega < 180^\circ$ is analysed. The particle contact number of the SMT decreased significantly in the range of 120° - 160°, and the particle contact number of the SMT is almost equal to zero in the range of 160° - 180°, as shown in Figure 7(a). The highest particle contact number of the AMT is at the top of the tube, which is higher than that of the SMT. The lowest particle contact number of the AMT is at the $\omega = 120^\circ$, which may be due to the flow separation between particles and the tube wall as shown in Figure 6(b). The dimensionless velocity is obtained by the ratio of the time-averaged velocity to the outlet velocity, as shown in Figure 7(b). Variation within the half range of $0^\circ < \omega < 180^\circ$ is analysed. The particle velocity increases with $\omega$ in the range of $0^\circ$ - 145°, when particles flow around the SMT. When $\omega < 45^\circ$, the velocity of particle of the SMT is lower than the outlet velocity, and the stagnation zone is formed in this range. The particle velocity of the SMT decreased significantly in the range of 145° - 180°. The highest particle velocity of the AMT is at $\omega = 95^\circ$, as shown in Figure 7(b). The particle velocity of the AMT is less than the outlet velocity in the range of $0^\circ$ - 65° and 125° - 180°, and the stagnation zone is defined in this range. The particle
velocity of the AMT increases first and then decreases in the range of 30°-150°.

4. Conclusions

In the present study, the effect of tube arrangement on the particle side for the shell-and-tube moving packed bed heat exchanger was investigated by the discrete element method. The flow and heat transfer characteristics of particles flowing around the staggered and aligned tubes are analysed. The major findings are summarized as below:

(i) The tube arrangement has a significant effect on the flow and heat transfer on the particle side. The triangular stagnation zone and the cavity zone are formed around the staggered tubes. The rectangular stagnation zones are formed at the top and bottom of the tube in the aligned tubes, which means there is no cavity zone at the bottom of the tube.

(ii) The heat transfer performance of the staggered tubes is better than that of the aligned tubes. The heat transfer at the side tube of the aligned tubes and the top tube of the staggered tubes are the best. The bottom of the tube has the worst heat transfer in both the staggered and aligned tubes.

(iii) The stagnation zone of the staggered tubes is in the range of 0° - 45°, and the cavity zone of the staggered tubes is in the range of 160° - 180°. The stagnation zone of the aligned tubes is in the range of 0°- 65° and 125° - 180°. The highest particle velocity in the aligned tubes appears at 95°.

The current research shows that the staggered tubes are a better configuration for the MPBHE. However, more factors need to be considered such as tube spacing, particle diameter, velocity, etc. For the staggered tubes, it is necessary to optimize the flow and heat transfer in the range 0° - 45° and 160° - 180°. For the aligned tubes, reducing the vertical tube spacing to fill the stagnation zone may be an effective option to enhance heat transfer.
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